
LAGOS STATE GOVERNMENT

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

EARLY CHILDHOOD CARE 
EDUCATION

LETTER WORK KINDERGARTEN (AGE 5) S
ECONO

WKS TOPICS LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1.
Back to school/ By the end of the lesson,

revision of one, pupils should be able to:

two and three
i. share their holiday

letter words
experiences.

ii. revise activities on one, two

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

- Pupils make use of letter

sounds cards to read and write 
one, two and three letter words.

EMBEDDE

SKILLS

(i) 
Communicaton

Collaboration and

Problem 
Solving

and three letter words.

2 READING By the end of the lesson,

SKILL Moretwo pupils should be able to:
vowels blending i.) produce the sounds
continues. oe,

treated.
oa, ow sound as

ii.) 
in

spell correctly three letter

words;
toe, boat, low.

a+c+t= act

a+P+e= ape

beg

f+u+n= fun

dig

g+u+n= gun

kid
f+i+t = fit

b+e+t= bet

write words with oe, oa and

WRITING
ow on three- letter words.

SKILL: writing

words with oe,
oa and ow on
three- letter

words.

Pupils:

i.) practise blending of letter
sounds skill,

-display flashcards of three
letter blends.

- models the right blending
pattem and pronunciation of
each letter sound that makes up
the words.

- practise blending of three
letters sounds.

- take turns in blending a set of
letter sounds in groups.

-Pupils writes as many as
possible three letter words in
their notebooks.
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trtcs

READING

out

*MOs n short

—eoces and

meding witl

SKILL:

d words
nnues.

1) Blending,

*ing and
sunding out

2) Short

sentences and

pasege
readng Mth

decode-able

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

By end of the lessm,
mild be able to:

1 ) read simple sentences with
one, Wo aM three letter

For examplq

Itisacat
It is a dog

iii. It is a cow

it is a boy

write Simple sentences

having one, two and three
letter words.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

1) read fluently.

2) recognise that the 
O
r" in

Some words do not sound.

3) pronounce the sound

correctly.

3) blend correctly consonant

diagraph, 
a
sh':

• sh
sh+0+p= shop

fish

o d+i+sh= dish

LEARNING

Pupds

• in smaq groups,
more and nntmctatkm
exercises

-practjse ptcturo reading as
teacher and points to
words in a row

•Teacher writes one, two and
three letter words on the board
in order to develop simple
reading for the pupils.
-Pupils copy simple reading
exercises in their notebooks.

'Teacher displays flashcards of
consonant diagraph, 'sh'.

-Teacher models the joining of

letter sounds, 's' and 'h' as; 'sh
E

-Teacher models the right

blending and pronunciation of

diagraph, 'sh' with individual

letter sounds in order to make a

complete and, e.g.

sh+i+p= ship

d+i+sh= dish

•Pupils practise blending and

pronunciation as above.

•Pupils take tums in blending

and pronunciation of the words

appropriately.

-Teacher aids pupils to identifE

rhyming words 'fish' and 'dish'

-Pupils write words with initial

and ending diagraphs, 
a
sh'.

SKus
(l) Cnrgr,r.atm and

2) Otto Thinkrq ard
Sdvtnq

(i) Communication and

Collaboration

2) Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

LEARN!NG

RESOURCES

AUDIO

VISUAL
RESOURCES
Charts

-story

•Pc—y books

WEB
RESOURCES

e/4q2$Ypkwt1

elQX3xczst4!

AUDIO

VISUAL
RESOURCES

Flash cards

INTRODUCTIO

with ar

Sound hanger

Word chart

WEB

RESOURCES
https•]/youtub

e/NK8 Tvv6bJ
k

d•aØ), '$1'.
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES EMBEDDED CORE

TOPts

s READING

activittes

conbnue.

Oral activities

on compound
words

long
vowel sounds

and diagraph

WR!TING

INTRODUCTIO

N TO

DIAGRAPHS
(consonant

d• ra h, "ch

6. MIDTERM

READING

SKU:
i)Oral srAling
and reading of

sounds in

picture words.

of

more non-

phonemic words

ill)Readtng

exercase

WRITING

SKILL: dictation
of words for

fluent Wilting

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson,

pupils stmld be able to:

1) read and spell consonant

diagraph, 
i
ch'•

C+h= ch

ch+i+p= chip

ch+0+p= chop

1+1J+n+ch= lunch

ch+ e+S+t= chest

b +e+n+ch= bench

write of (consonant diagraph,

MID TERM BREAK

By the end of the lesson,
Pupils should be able to:

i, pronounce given picture
words appropriately;

ii. spell given picture words
correctly:

iii. read short sentences/
passages as a string.

interpret and write some
picture words.

Pupils:

- as a class, blend sounds

together to give words.

Teacher display flashcards of

consonant diagraph, 'Ch'

- model the joining of letter

sounds, 'c' and 'h' as in, 'ch'.

- models the right blending and

pronunciation of diagraph, 'Ch'

with individual letter sounds in

order to make a complete word,

ch+i+p+s= chips

l+u+n+ch= lunch

- practise blending and

pronunciation as above.

- take turns in blending and

pronunciation of the words

appropriately.

Teacher aids pupils to identify

rhyming words in, 'lunch' and

'bench'.

-Pupils write words with initial

and ending

MID TERM BREAK

, i) Pupils continue to blend and
pronounce words.

ii) Pupils draw out sample
words for the sounds from a
given text.
iii) Pupils take turns to read
short sentences.

Pupils write interpreted picture
words.

SKILLS
0) Communication and AUDIOCollaboration

2) Critical Thinkingand VISUAL

Problem Solving

MIDTERMBREAK 

(i) Communication and 

2) critical

WEB

https•(htl

MIDTERM

BREAK

AUDIO

VISUAL

-FlashØO
Problem Solving

acards
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TOPICS
WKS

READING

8, SKILL Blending

with consonant

blends.

WRITING

SKILL:
INTRODUCTIO

N TO

DIAGRAPHS

(consonant

dia ra h, 'th'

9. READING

SKILL:

Revision of

three sounds

beginning

blends scr, spr,

spl with short

vowels and

treated

diagraphs

spr +i + nt
spl + a + sh

WRITING

SKILL; writing
of more words

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1) identify and note that no

vowel is to be sounded in

between consonant blends.

2) demonstrate the

understanding of blends:

consonant diagraph, 'tm

t+h= th

b+a+th= bath

cloth

p+a+th= path

Write words having

consonant diagragh - th.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

1) sound and blend the three

consonants without a vowel

sound in between.

2) read words and sentences

-Consonant diagraphs; shy

ch, ng, th.

Identification of all

consonant

diagraphs previously

done; 'sh', 'ch', Ing',

'th'.

• Practice consonant

diagraphs, Esh', 'ch
i
,

'ng, 'th'.

3. write words for each

consonant diagraph,

4. list rhyming consonant

diagraph

LEARNING ACTIVITIES EMBEDDED CORE

SKILLS

LEARNING

RESOURCES

-Teacher displays flashcards of

consonant diagraph, 'th'.
-Teacher models the joining of

letter sound, 't' and 'h' as in, 
i
th'v

-Teacher models the right

blending and pronunciation of

diagraph 'thi with individual

letter sounds in order to make a

complete word, e.g.

b+a+th= bath

c+l+0+th: cloth
p+a+th= path

-Pupils practise blending and

pronunciation of the words

appropriately.

-Teacher aids pupils identify

rhyming words in 'bath' and

'path'.

-Pupils write words with initial

and ending diagraph, 'th'.

i)Pupils, as a class, read out

words with three sound blends.

ii. Pupils, as individuals, read

short sentences and texts with

three sound blends.

iii.) Pupils, in pairs, identify

three sound blends from a short

text.

-Display of consonant

(i) Communication and

Collaboration

2) Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

RESOURCES
https://youtu.b

e/KPAtWnXL7

t-JY

https://yovtu.b

k

WEB
RESOURCES

https://youtu.b

e/bw5AcFrz2ic
https•]/youtu.b

e/6FPez1wZG

diagraphs; 'ch', 'sh', 'ng', 'th'; ory

the board.

a.
-sh+i+p=

ship
-sh+0+p=

shop
_f+i+sh=

fisn -
. 

dish

c.
_k+i+ng=

king

ring

-w+i+ng=

wing

b.

-ch+i+P+S=

chips

-ch+e+s+t=
chest
-b+e+n+ch=

bench

-l+u+n+ch=

lunch

d.

'thi as

ending

consonant

diagraph.

b+a+th=

bath

p+a+th*

path

c+i+0+th=
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EMBEDDED CORE LEARNING
WKS TOPICS

8 READING
SKILL Reading
exercise.

WRITING
SKILL: ming
of short

sentences for

fluency.

INTRODUCTIO

N TO SIGHT
WORDS

9 READING
SKILL SIMPLE
READING OF
FOUR
LETTERS/
SIGHT WORDS

WRITING
SKILL"
INTRODUCTIO

N TO SIMPLE

READING OF

FOUR

LETTERS /
SIGHT
WORDS,

loa REVISION
11.

YAMINATION

13. s

edudeli

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson. the

pupils should be able to:

i. read fluently a short simple

passage;

ii. write out sentences from

passages.

iii. read and write the

following sight words: they,

your, come, here, this, that,

etc

By the end o! the lesson,

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

-Teacher models blending of

diagraphs
-Pupils practise blending of

consonant diagraphs

-Teacher reviews rhyming of

consonant diagraph.
Fish Wing

Ring Chop

Sho ish

-Pupils practice writing

consonant diagraphs that

rhyme.
-Teacher reinforces consonant

diagraphs through stories and

songs.
-Teacher uses other strategies

for practicing consonant

diagraphs for pupils who need

additional support.

Pupils read short passages and

sentences

Pupils, as individuals, answer

simple questions on the passage

-Display flashcards of sight

words; they, your, come, here,

this, that.

-Teacher models pronouncing

sight words while pointing to

each of them.

-Teacher leads pupils to

pronounce sight words as in;

they, your, come, here, this, that.

•Teacher points and

pronounces the words together

with pupils.

-Teacher writes sight wordSon

the board,

-Pupils copy and say sight

words as they write.

Pupils:

SKILLS RESOURCES

Communication and WEB

Collaboration RESOURCES
https://youtu.b

e/brQKfL090H

https://youtu b

e/kWtMmRZD

pupils should be able to: ' -model how to read four letter=

-read simple four letter words/ words appropriately.

sight wprds e.g.

four letter Words are:

a) 4+e+s+k= desk
b) p+0+n+d= pond
c) s+a+n+d= sand
d) m+a+s+k= mask

Sight words are: your, they,
come, here, this, that.
-write four letter words/ sight

words.

REVISION

- practise reading as teacher_
guides and points to words in a

row. Teacher may place word
cards in a row on the board,
, play word-game on four letter
words e.g.

"Guess the word".

- write four letter words/ sight
words on the board in a row.

REVISION

(i) Communication and WEB

Collaboration RESOURCES

2) Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

https•]youtuj

Mg

REVISION 
REVISION

-i

EXAMINATIONS
EXAMINATIONS
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